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The LongRange Forecasters

7 July 2014
James Taylor, Joe Bastardi, Joe d'Aleo - Please feel free to make this as public as you wish.
Dear James, Joe and Joe
GREETINGS TO ICCC9 and KEY QUESTIONS OF OUR TIME
Very best Climate Realist scientific greetings to ICCC9, 2014 from WeatherAction and campaigners to Repeal the UK Climate Act.
Apologies for being unable to attend ICCC9 but we are not being idle and have a meeting in the UK Parliament building on July 9
with Professor Richard Tol in an attempt to de-brainwash some MPs. Herewith some short points and questions for you to pass on
as you wish
The astounding truth about the present state of the Climate Question is that all the key alarmist claims of the CO2 warmists
are in tatters and yet they carry on.
Is it not time that their pyramid of lies be knocked over by two straight points? 1. There is no observational evidence in the real world of real data in the real atmosphere and real ocean of their deluded claim that
CO2 changes drive temperature changes. Reality has it the other way around. In science that is GAME OVER. SCRAP THE
THEORY. FINITO!
2. EVEN if there were a microcorpusle of truth in their CO2 driver claim; the idea that it is Man's CO2 which drives the world dominating the natural 96% of CO2 flux and changes therein - is insane. Their idea of Man-Made Climate Change requires a
conspiracy of Nature to collectively make no CO2 etc change while man does his thing. Termites have ten times more CO2 (or
equivalent) output that Man so Obama should declare War On Termites!

Our contention that the prime climate change driver is solar activity and modulations therof is now overhelming. In particular the
increasingly wild swings and long fetches of the Jet Stream we warned of are now present in a pretty permanent manner. Four key
consequences being expressed are:=> A background of General Cooling (using real not fraudulent data) behind more extreme temperature contrasts.
=> Some more numerous very extreme events (but not more run of the mill extremes)
=> More, somewhat prolonged, very large circulation structures - eg the USA-Canada Winter-Spring offset Polar vortex and now
Look at Super-Typhoon Neoguri!
=> More intense very damaging large hail events around the world which are economically catastrophic to soft crops such as grapes
and tomatoes.
We warned of all these effects some years ago and as the Mini-Ice-Age / Wild-Jet-Stream Age the world has entered gets a tighter
grip the situation will worsen and stay 'wild' for two more decades. We are now showing, on a weekly basis, through forecasts
months ahead the reality of predictable changes in solar activity and sun-earth connectivity driving predictable circulation and
weather changes. (see www.WeatherAction.com and eg vid links below).
ALL POWER to your efforts at ICCC9 to vanquish the CO2 warmist foes of real science!

Piers Corbyn,
WeatherAction - and many associates
+447958713320, +442089399946, piers.corbyn skype
Two Piers Corbyn VIDS 1. Electric Universe Conf http://bit.ly/1nJecee 2. CO2 Scam Nailed http://bit.ly/QS0k34

